
	

	

	
	

Thank	you	for	auditioning	for 

BLUES	CLUES	&	YOU	–	LIVE	ON	STAGE		

NATIONAL	TOURING	COMPANY 

ROLE:	FEMALE	PRESENTING	ENSEMBLE		

For	your	in-person	callback,	please	prepare	the	following: 

- You	will	dance	first	–	this	is	an	energized	dance/movement	combination,	so	
jazz	lats/sneakers	and	comfortable	clothes,	please.	You	may	also	be	asked	to	
participate	in	a	creative	group	improv	based	on	the	show.	 
-The FULL material in this packet – Sides and Song (MP3s provided for the song) 
You may or may not be asked for everything in this packet, but please be familiar 
with all of the material, just in case. Reference links to show characters have been 
included within the packet and we strongly encourage you to utilize these links in 
your preparation of the sides. Some of these characters are very specific in their 
sound and energy! *we do not have sheet music for the song, just the lyrics 
included in this packet, we do have MP3s with and without melody included on our 
website for you to learn the material. 
-Please have your full book of music on hand, in case we need to hear anything 
additional.  

NOTE:	Bring	a	hard	copy	Headshot/Resume	with	you	to	this	callback,	or	we	
will	not	have	one	in	the	room	for	you!	 

Please	reach	out	if	you	have	any	questions	or	any	issues	accessing	the	
requested	materials.	roundroomcasting@gmail.com  

Thanks	so	much!	We	look	forward	to	seeing	you	in	the	room!	Blue-Skidoo!!!	

Wojcik	Casting	Team 



TICKETY TOCK138 138
(to audience) 

One more time, and LOUDER!

KIDS/TICKETY/SLIPPERY139 139
(to audience, sings) 

Blue Skidoo, we can too!1 1

EXT:  THE SKY:  CLOUDS2 2

We skidoo and REVEAL a beautiful blue sky where Josh and Blue 
are floating on a fluffy white cloud. *We don’t see Tickety 
and Slippery yet, they appear during the song as surprise 
guests. We can see the sun shining behind them with rays of 
light. Josh looks around --

JOSH140 140
Well, now this is what I call a 
great skidoo!  But, where are we?

AUDIENCE141 141
The sky!

JOSH142 142
The sky?  No way I mean, <looks 
down; gets scared> WHOA.  We are up 
so so high! And, what’s this? 

Josh points to the cloud.

AUDIENCE143 143
A cloud!

JOSH144 144
A cloud?

Suddenly, the CLOUD opens it’s eyes, and we see it’s a young 
cloud - that is so excited to meet Josh and Blue.  

CLOUD145 145
A cloud! That’s me! Hi ya Josh! Hi 
ya Blue! I’m Cloud <sadly> and I 
really need your help.

JOSH146 146
Help? Of course we will help you. 
In fact, we are the best helpers in 
all of the land.  And sky.  (to 
audience) Right? 

AUDIENCE147 147
Right!
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Note: Make this character your own and don’t be afraid of making playful choices! We will have puppets available in the room for you to utilize, if asked!



Josh gives the audience a thumbs up. 

JOSH148 148
How can we help? 

CLOUD149 149
Well .. <sadly> Even though I’m a 
cloud, I don’t remember how to make 
a rainbow.. And my friend Magenta 
wants to see one!

JOSH150 150
Magenta?

REVEAL:  Magenta floats in on her own cloud. 

SFX: Instrumental:  “Magenta’s Coming Over” song...

MAGENTA151 151
(bark: hello!)

JOSH/BLUE152 152
It’s Magenta! Hi Magenta!  

JOSH153 153
Magenta, you want to see a rainbow? 

MAGENTA154 154
(barks: rainbow!)

JOSH155 155
I do! (leans in close to the cloud) 
I know how it feels when you want 
to make something but don’t know 
how. I want to make a show..

CLOUD156 156
A show? I want you to make a show.  
Then can I be in it?

JOSH157 157
You got it!  Now let’s figure out 
how to make a rainbow. What does a 
rainbow need? 

Beat. 

MUSIC:  THE RAINBOW SONG 

*As everyone sings, we see a few sparkly music notes fall 
down from the sky.  Later, these music notes will be a clue. 
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SIDES FOR: MRS PEPPER (READ MRS. PEPPER)  
 
*Please prepare this in the style of “Mrs Pepper” with a slight French Accent. You can reference 
this link starting at 2:36: https://youtu.be/qQGw6kHNWBc 
 

MRS. PEPPER:  What is happening! Was that another skidoo?  

   I thought we were putting on a show.   

MR. SALT: Yes, but first, we must take a break!  

MRS. PEPPER: Ah yes, but A break? A break? Oh, let’s sing  

   sing our break song? HIT IT! 

 

SIDES FOR: TICKETY TOCK (READ TICKETY TOCK) 
 

*Please prepare this in the vocal style of “Tickety Tock”. You can reference this link starting at 
1:00: https://youtu.be/iTPGsHAeS0Y 

SLIPPERY SOAP: Have you seen Josh? (To the audience) And was 
that Blue? Did she just.... skidoo? I thought we 
were getting ready to put on a show. 

TICKETY TOCK: Well then maybe you and I have time for a skidoo!  

SLIPPERY SOAP: Whoa! Yes! I love a great skidoo, let’s go too! 

TICKETY TOCK: I’m so excited my bells are ringing! Do you all 
wanna skidoo with us?  

 

 

Holly Buczek
ENSEMBLE - SIDE TWO
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BLUE/MAGENTA227 227
(barks: Hello!)

JOSH228 228
But, where are we? 

O.S RAINBOW PUPPY229 229
Oh no no no!  No band, no mermaid 
music video!

JOSH230 230
Rainbow Puppy is that you? 

REVEAL: The clamshell throne turns around and we see Rainbow 
Puppy dressed as a shimmering mermaid, laying down, with her 
tail in the pretend “water.”  Around her we REVEAL dancers 
dressed as mermaids - each in a single color of the rainbow 
(except blue and magenta).  *We also see Tickety and Slippery 
dressed as mermaids, too. 

RAINBOW PUPPY231 231
Rainbow Puppy mermaid, that is! 
I’m making a new music video here 
in Mermaid Grotto. Buuuut -- I 
can’t do it without my music! 

SFX:  Instrumental Vamp to “You are Beautiful” song.  

JOSH232 232
GASP.  You have no music?  <pause> 
You definitely need music for a 
music video.  

(as an aside)
Music is the first clue for what we 
need for our show!   

RAINBOW PUPPY233 233
Oh, well, I don’t have music, I 
don’t have blue mermaid or a 
magenta mermaid...

BLUE234 234
(GASPS)

MAGENTA235 235
(GASPS)

Beat.  Then Rainbow Puppy has the realization.  These are the 
puppy mermaids she needs!  She points...

RAINBOW PUPPY236 236
(GASPS)
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RAINBOW PUPPY (CONT’D)237 237
Blue! Magenta! Will you be my 
supertastic mermaids?

BLUE/MAGENTA238 238
(barks: Yes!)

Blue and Magenta exit and comes back in a sparkly mermaid 
tails

BLUE/MAGENTA (CONT’D)239 239
(bark: Happy Happy!)

JOSH240 240
I think the puppies are happy!

RAINBOW PUPPY241 241
I’m so happy I could sing.  

JOSH242 242
I’m so happy I could dance. 

(leans in to audience)
Let’s do the happy puppy dance.

SFX:  SONG: THE HAPPY PUPPY DANCE

FX:  Spotlight:   Blue, Magenta and Rainbow Puppy and Josh do 
an impromptu happy puppy dance

BLUE/MAGENTA/RAINBOW PUPPY243 243
(barks/dances)/Happy happy, puppy 
puppy dance! Happy happy, puppy 
puppy dance!  

JOSH244 244
Hurray!  That was awesome.  Okay, 
we gotta go - we still need to find 
two more clues...

Josh is about to exit

RAINBOW PUPPY245 245
<dramatic> Oh no no no...

JOSH246 246
Oh no again?  What’s wrong? 

RAINBOW PUPPY247 247
I still don’t have my band.  And I 
need MUSIC!  <dramatic SIGH>.  

JOSH248 248
Oh right, you do need music.  
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  YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL - LYRICS 

(RAINBOW PUPPY & FEMALE IDENTIFYING ENSEMBLE) 

 

Let me see that smile again  

‘Cause you know I love it when  

I see your colors shining 

It gets me every time 

it’s your feelings, your ideas 

every little thing you do  

I love them all because they make you, you!  

CHORUS 

YOU, are beautiful 
You light up this whole world!  

YOU, are beautiful 
Every feeling, every word  

Sing it out now, loud and proud now  

You be you and show us just how  

Beautiful, beautiful you are beautiful, beautiful you are  

 

 

 

 


